TM

Your Play & Park Structure Consultant is:

1.800.727.1907 | playandpark.com
544 Chestnut Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402

Be in the moment while capturing the memories!TM

Parents want
to have fun too!
The Tweenmates
swing is a great way to
increase swing capacity for
parks, schools and
municipalities for
both children
and adults.

playandpark.com/selfieswing

TM

Share the experience while
staying in the moment!

SelfieGRANDS
Love the video! She is growing up
so fast! Thanks for sharing!

Share the joy of the playground with loved ones
using hands-free multi-generational Selfie activities.

SelfieSISTER
It is just like we are there!
See you this weekend!

SelfieMOM
Look at the fun we had together today!

SelfieDAD
Wow! Looks like you are having
a blast at the park!
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All parents want to see their children having
fun at school or at their early childhood center.
SelfieWorld activities create a fun and
interactive way for teachers, parents and
organizations to share the excitement of play
and learning throughout the day. Videos can
be shared across the preferred social platform
for any public or private organization.
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Innovative

Products

With many patent-pending models from which to choose, we have
a Selfie product that is ideal for your park, school, or community

Introducing a wide variety of ways to always be in the
moment while capturing the memories!
Everyone knows that there is no greater thrill for a child than
swinging, rocking, and spinning on a playground. What if there was
a way to capture these special moments on a cell phone that can
be shared with both the user and family members?
We are proud to share a full suite of Selfie products that continue
the innovation of including an embedded cell phone holder that
allows users to share moments that make memories.

Selfie products are ideal for...

Pocket Parks

Residential Developments
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Early Childhood Centers

Schools

Our
tween swings for
ages 5-12, offer
a comfortable molded
seat and will double
the swing capacity
of a standard
swing bay!

tweenmates
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The Selfie
Swirl with MeTM
is available with
and without a
center turn wheel.

Part Number
Use Zone

Ages 2-5 or 5-12+
65198
17’8” x 17’8”

Capture the Thrill
of the Swirl!

Three cell phone
pockets are
strategically placed
at the base of the
SelfieSwirl with Me to
capture gleeful smiles
of avid users.

There is no greater thrill for a child
than spinning on a merry-go-round!
What if there was a built-in slot for a
smart phone that could capture the look
on a child’s face with pictures or video?
Introducing the SelfieSwirl with MeTM
- the inclusive spinner that includes
three cell phone slots that invite users to
capture precious moments, hands-free
with their mobile phones.

• Defined entry point allows universal
access for children of all abilities
• Molded-in hand grips support outside riders
• Features two individual seats contoured for
comfort and stability and one Buddy Seat
that can hold up to three children
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The Selfie Swirl with MeTM
can be used by all ages and abilities
Children love watching themselves
turn the wheel to start the spinning action!
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Ages 2-5 or 5-12
Part Number
Use Zone

65196
15’0”x 15’0”

Unlike the
uncontrolled motion
created by other spinners,
the Swizzler’s exclusive
mechanism provides a
smooth and consistent
ride with each
revolution.

Get Swizzled!

The SelfieSwizzler creatively
unites the swiveling action of a
spinner with a circular rocking
motion that is unlike any other
playground component. Users will
experience a self-driven, gentle
rocking motion with each playful
rotation, either on their own, or
propelled by friends.

• The SelfieSwizzler can be used by all
ages and all abilities, and users will get the
intended experience spinning AND rocking
each and every time.
• Research and real life testing revealed
that kids love to swizzle each other!
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Younger children can
swizzle with older
children or their parents,
and they can enjoy the
unique motion while
other children send the
Swizzler into action.

Previous skill is not required,
and practicing the motion
may take several tries. Just
like the first time a hula hoop
is used, some will master it
quickly, while others need to
try it several times. Once the
motion is mastered, users
experience a euphoric sense of
accomplishment.
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tot seat - Ages 2-5
tweenswing - Ages 5-12*
Part Number
Top Rail Diameter
65167
3-1/2” x 8’L
65173
5” x 8’L
Stainless steel chain, swing hangers,
and hardware included.
*Can also be enjoyed by moms, dads, grandparents
and responsible siblings!

Phone
Pocket

Parents can easily
place their cell phone
securely in the molded-in
recessed phone pocket for
quick photos or videos
of their child
or themselves.

Phone
Pocket

Top Rail Diameter
3-1/2”
5”

Use Zone
23’ 3”x 32’ 0”
23’ 11”x 32’ 0”

The
Reflections SelfieSwing
can fit in the existing space
required by a standard
strap seat or tot seat.
It’s the only face-to-face
swing on the market that
does not require additional
swing bay width.

Asymmetrical bar attachment
discourages users from crossing
into the path of other swings.
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“It was neat being able to swing with
him, and not having to hold my cell
phone. It allowed me to enjoy the
moment of swinging with my son and not
having to worry about my cell phone.”
Brooke Edging
Mom of Ezra
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Space-Saving
Swings

Ages 2-5
Part Number

Top Rail Diameter

65170

3-1/2” x 8’L

65178

5” x 8’L

The only
face-to-face
dual toddler
swing available in
the commercial
market!

Stainless steel chain, swing hangers,
and hardware included.

Early Childhood Centers
can have twice the
number of tots
swinging within the
same amount
of space.

Phone Pocket

Two toddlers
can swing at the
same time and
capture video
from both
swings!
Top Rail Diameter
3-1/2”
5”

Use Zone
23’ 3”x 32’ 0”
23’ 11”x 32’ 0”

Asymmetrical bar attachment
discourages users from crossing
into the path of other swings.
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The
Totmates SelfieSwing
can fit in the existing space
required by a standard
strap seat or tot seat.
It’s the only face-to-face
swing on the market that
does not require additional
swing bay width.

“This is pretty cool because now
I don’t have to hold a cell phone
and try to swing two children. I
can just place the phone in the
pocket and send dad a video of
the kids in the middle of the day.”
Melissa Hart
Mother of Olivia and Anderson
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tweenmates

Ages 2-12 and Adult**

Ages 5-12 and Adult*

Part Number

Top Rail Diameter

65179

3-1/2” x 8’L

65180

5” x 8’L

Stainless steel chain, swing hangers,
and hardware included.

Part Number

Top Rail Diameter

65179

3-1/2” x 8’L

65180

5” x 8’L

Stainless steel chain, swing hangers, and
hardware included.

Face-to-face
swing for tweens
and adults!

Top Rail Diameter
3-1/2”
5”

Use Zone
23’ 3”x 32’ 0”
23’ 11”x 32’ 0”

Asymmetrical
bar attachment
discourages users
from crossing into
the path of other
swings.

The
Tweenmates
can fit in the existing
space required by a
standard strap seat.
It’s the only face-to-face
swing on the market
that does not require
additional swing
bay width.
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*Tweenmates swings should only share a
bay with another Tweenmates swing.

The tween
seat brings color to the
play space. Designed for
stability and comfort,
the rotomolded tween
seat has ample room
for a child or
an adult.

**Can be enjoyed by moms, dads, grandparents and responsible siblings!
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All Play & Park Structures multi-person swings fit
within standard swing bay widths.
Contact your local recreation consultant for guidance determining
compatibility with other types of swings.

Space
Requirements
for Multi-Person
Swings

Demo Program
We know your park, school, or community will love our new SelfieSwings, that’s why we are
offering a special SelfieSwing Demo program. Ask your local recreation consultant for more
details. Our unique ‘try before you buy’ program is a first for the industry.

(2) reflection
Swings

tweenmates

Retrofit standard swing

Standard Swing Bay
with (2) strap seats

(2) totmates
Swings

Choose from 15 Rotomolded plastic colors
for the Swizzler, Swirl with Me, Tween,
and SelfieSwings.
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The configurations above use the following dimension guidelines:
Part Number
Description
Use Zone
68034
Single Bay Arch Swing with 3.5” Top Rail
23’ 3” x 32’ 0”
23’ 11” x 32’ 0”
68036
Single Bay Arch Swing with 5” Top Rail

Pl u

(1) reflections Swing
(1) totmates Swing

(2) tweenmates
Swings

Rotomolded
Plastic Colors
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Choose from 22 metal accent colors for the
support bars of the SelfieSwings and Tween swings,
and the center bar of the Swirl with Me.

Black

bays and double the
user capacity of swings
in parks, preschools,
and community
developments,
so more people
can swing!

Instructive label explains how to place
cell phone so photos and videos can be
shared with family and friends!

Don’t forget to #selfieswing and @mention your local park or school in your social media posts!
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